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a b s t r a c t 

This work systematically investigates the effect of methanol 

(MeOH) in a wide range of concentrations (0, 1, 2.5, 5, 10, 

20, 30, 40, and 50 mass%) on methane hydrate nucleation 

and growth kinetics. Multiple measurements of gas hydrate 

onset temperatures and pressures for CH4 –H2 O and CH4 –

MeOH–H2 O systems were performed by ramp cooling exper- 

iments (1 K/h) using sapphire rocking cell RCS6 apparatus. 

The dataset comprises 96 ramp experiments conducted un- 

der identical initial conditions for each solution (gas pres- 

sure of 8.1 MPa at 295 K). The reported hydrate onset tem- 

peratures and pressures range within 248–282 K and 6.2–

7.5 MPa, respectively. The methane hydrate onset subcool- 

ing was calculated using literature data on the three-phase 

gas–aqueous solution–gas hydrate equilibrium for the stud- 

ied systems. The study determined the numerical values of 

the shape and scale parameters of gamma distributions that 

describe the empirical dependences of methane hydrate nu- 

cleation cumulative probability as a function of hydrate on- 

set subcooling in the aqueous methanol solutions. Gas uptake 

curves were analyzed to characterize the kinetics of methane 
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hydrate growth under polythermal conditions at different 

methanol concentrations. 

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND 

license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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u  
pecifications Table 

Subject Chemistry 

Specific subject area Physical and Theoretical Chemistry 

Type of data Tables, figures 

Raw, analyzed 

Data collection Ramp cooling experiments (1 K/h) were used to study the kinetics of nucleation and 

growth of methane hydrate in СН4 –H2 O and СН4 –H2 O–methanol (MeOH) systems. The 

onset of methane hydrate in two-phase systems of methane gas–aqueous solution was 

measured in terms of temperature, pressure, and subcooling (difference between the 

equilibrium temperature and the onset temperature at a given pressure) during fluid 

mixing by rocking the test cells of the RCS6 apparatus (PSL Systemtechnik). The 

dataset comprises 96 ramp cooling experiments. The experiments were conducted 

using nine different methanol concentrations in an aqueous solution, ranging from 0 

(pure water) to 50 mass% MeOH. The initial experimental conditions were identical for 

all samples: a pressure of 8.1 MPa at 295 K, with a volume of 10 mL for each solution 

sample. The hydrate onset temperatures and pressures fell within 248–282 K and 

6.2–7.5 MPa, respectively. Using experimental data on the three-phase gas–aqueous 

solution–gas hydrate equilibrium in the methane–methanol–water system [ 1 , 2 ], the 

hydrate onset subcooling was calculated based on the measured hydrate onset 

temperature and pressure values. 

Data source location Gubkin University, Department of Physical and Colloid Chemistry. 

Moscow, Russia. 

55.692232 °N, 37.55487 °E 
Data accessibility Repository name: Mendeley Data 

Data identification number: 10.17632/324kyf7czt.1 

Direct URL to data: https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/324kyf7czt/1 

Related research article A.P. Semenov, T.B. Tulegenov, R.I. Mendgaziev, A.S. Stoporev, V.A. Istomin, D. V. 

Sergeeva, D.A. Lednev, V.A. Vinokurov, Dual nature of methanol as a thermodynamic 

inhibitor and kinetic promoter of methane hydrate formation in a wide concentration 

range, J. Mol. Liq. 403 (2024) 124780. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.molliq.2024.124780 [ 3 ]. 

. Value of the Data 

• The data shed light on the role of methanol over a wide range of concentrations in aque-

ous solution in the nucleation and growth processes of methane hydrate. 

• The data allows for determining the kinetic parameters of methane hydrate formation

from water and aqueous methanol solutions. 

• The data can be used to compare the effects of methanol and other compounds on

methane hydrate nucleation kinetics under polythermal conditions. 

• The data could be valuable for developing new mathematical models describing methane

hydrate nucleation and growth kinetics. 

• The data can serve as a reference for comparing methanol and other kinetic promoters of

methane hydrate growth. 

. Background 

Methanol (MeOH) is the major thermodynamic inhibitor of gas hydrates and is frequently

sed as an anti-hydrate chemical in the oil and gas industry. The thermodynamics of gas hy-

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
https://doi.org/10.17632/324kyf7czt.1
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/324kyf7czt/1
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.molliq.2024.124780
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drate formation in aqueous methanol solutions has been extensively studied [ 1 , 2 , 4–9 ]. The im-

pact of methanol on methane hydrate nucleation and growth kinetics has not been thoroughly

examined across a broad range of MeOH concentrations relevant to its use as a thermodynamic

inhibitor in industry. The literature presents results from experiments and MD simulations on

the impact of low concentrations of methanol (usually ranging from tens of ppm to 10 mass%)

on the kinetics of gas hydrate formation [ 10–18 ]. There is a single paper where the kinetics

of methane hydrate nucleation in the presence of methanol in a wide range of concentrations

(up to 50 mass%) has been studied using MD simulations [ 19 ]. However, these results have not

been experimentally verified. We conducted a systematic experimental study to fill this gap. The

results include the determination of kinetic parameters such as methane hydrate onset tempera-

ture, pressure, subcooling, gas uptake quantity, and gas uptake rate in СН4 –H2 O and СН4 –H2 O–

MeOH systems. The new results answer the fundamental question of how different methanol

concentrations affect the kinetics of methane hydrate nucleation and growth. The obtained data

deepened the understanding of the role of methanol in various stages of the gas hydrate forma-

tion process. 

3. Data Description 

The data in the folder ’’Gas hydrate kinetics CH4 -MeOH-H2 O’’ (see link https://data.mendeley.

com/datasets/324kyf7czt/1 ) are associated with the study of methane hydrate nucleation and

growth kinetics in the methane–water and methane–methanol–water systems. Each subfolder in

the directory is named after the composition of the aqueous solution under study. For instance,

the subfolder labeled ’1 % MeOH’ contains experimental data collected during the investigation

of methane hydrate nucleation and growth in the presence of an aqueous methanol solution

with a feed alcohol concentration of 1 mass%. Every subfolder includes multiple .xlsx files. Each

file represents the raw experimental data recorded in one of the cooling-heating cycles. For in-

stance, the ’1 % MeOH_1 cycle’ file includes experimental data obtained for a sample of 1 mass%

aqueous methanol solution in the first cooling-heating cycle. Three to five cooling-heating cycles

were conducted for each sample to get a statistically significant dataset for calculating methane

hydrate formation probability distributions and determining methane hydrate nucleation rates. 

The file contains data on time (since cycle start, column A), thermostatic bath temperature (in

degrees Celsius, column C), and gauge pressure in Cells #1–6 (in bars, columns K–P) of the RCS6

apparatus. 

The original research paper presents an example of the experimental curves obtained

for 10 mass% MeOH sample after two cooling-heating cycles. It also includes determining

the onset temperature To and pressure Po of methane hydrate (refer to Fig. 1 in ref. [ 3 ]).

Table 1 presents all measured values of the kinetic parameters, including an additional col-

umn with the values of hydrate onset subcooling �To (the difference between the temper-

ature at the three-phase equilibrium line of methane–aqueous methanol solution–methane

hydrate at pressure Po according to [ 1 , 2 ] and To ). The mean ± standard deviation of the

indicated kinetic parameters are shown in bold in the gray-filled row for each sample in

Table 1 . The cumulative probability distributions of methane hydrate nucleation F as a func-

tion of hydrate onset subcooling were approximated by the integral gamma distribution func-

tion (Fig. 5 in ref. [ 3 ]). Table 2 provides the numerical values of the gamma distribution co-

efficients (shape parameter a , scale parameter b , and adjusted R2 ) for each aqueous methanol

solution. 

Figs. 1-9 present the kinetic curves of the mole number of absorbed methane nh vs

time t at the initial stage of methane hydrate growth for the studied water–methanol so-

lutions. The calculation of nh was carried out according to the procedure described in the

supported paper (see equation 3 and last paragraph of Section 2 in ref. [ 3 ]). Figs. 10-18

show the averaged methane uptake curves that illustrate the kinetics of methane hydrate

crystallization during the whole ramp cooling stage at 1 K/h for each aqueous methanol

solution. 

https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/324kyf7czt/1
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Table 1 

Experimental data on methane hydrate onset temperatures To , pressures Po , and subcoolings �To for pure water and 

aqueous methanol solutions (rocking cell experiments, cooling rate of 1 K/h, initial methane pressure of 8.1 MPa at 

295 K); the mean and standard deviation of the indicated values for each sample are shown in bold); the exact com- 

position of each of the aqueous solutions can be found in the original research article (see Table 2 in ref. [ 3 ]). 

# Sample To , K Po , MPa �To , K 

1 H2 O (0% MeOH) 282.15 7.51 1.41 

281.35 7.46 2.15 

280.55 7.51 3.01 

281.95 7.56 1.67 

280.85 7.5 2.70 

281.75 7.52 1.83 

280.75 7.47 2.77 

280.15 7.41 3.29 

280.35 7.49 3.19 

281.15 7.54 2.45 

280.15 7.46 3.35 

281.85 7.53 1.74 

281.05 7.46 2.45 

280.05 7.41 3.39 

280.65 7.51 2.91 

280.45 7.51 3.11 

279.65 7.43 3.82 

281.15 7.49 2.39 

280.89 ± 0.72 7.49 ± 0.04 2.65 ± 0.68 

2 1% MeOH 281.55 7.51 1.64 

281.15 7.52 2.06 

280.85 7.49 2.32 

281.15 7.52 2.06 

280.45 7.47 2.70 

281.15 7.52 2.06 

280.15 7.46 2.98 

281.55 7.52 1.66 

281.05 7.48 2.11 

281.15 7.51 2.04 

281.02 ± 0.44 7.50 ± 0.02 2.16 ± 0.42 

3 2.5% MeOH 281.05 7.50 1.54 

280.85 7.51 1.75 

281.25 7.51 1.35 

281.05 7.51 1.55 

280.25 7.50 2.34 

280.65 7.49 1.93 

280.85 ± 0.36 7.50 ± 0.01 1.75 ± 0.35 

4 5% MeOH 280.25 7.47 1.13 

280.25 7.48 1.14 

280.15 7.46 1.22 

279.75 7.46 1.62 

279.45 7.44 1.89 

280.15 7.47 1.23 

280.05 7.45 1.30 

279.55 7.44 1.79 

279.95 ± 0.32 7.46 ± 0.01 1.42 ± 0.31 

5 10% MeOH 277.95 7.34 0.97 

277.75 7.32 1.14 

278.05 

277.65 

278.25 

7.32 

7.35 

7.39 

0.84 

1.28 

0.73 

277.75 7.35 1.18 

277.75 7.35 1.18 

277.85 7.37 1.11 

278.05 7.35 0.88 

277.89 ± 0.19 7.35 ± 0.02 1.04 ± 0.19 

( continued on next page ) 
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Table 1 ( continued ) 

# Sample To , K Po , MPa �To , K 

6 20% MeOH 272.15 7.23 1.23 

272.95 7.26 0.47 

272.95 7.27 0.48 

272.95 7.28 0.49 

273.15 7.30 0.32 

273.25 7.28 0.19 

272.90 ± 0.39 7.27 ± 0.02 0.53 ± 0.36 

7 30% MeOH 264.95 6.90 1.48 

265.75 

265.35 

265.25 

265.55 

6.93 

6.94 

6.93 

6.92 

0.72 

1.13 

1.22 

0.91 

265.55 6.95 0.95 

265.75 6.95 0.75 

266.05 6.97 0.47 

265.95 6.95 0.55 

265.75 6.94 0.73 

266.05 6.96 0.46 

265.85 6.94 0.63 

265.65 6.91 0.79 

266.15 6.97 0.37 

265.75 6.94 0.73 

265.69 ± 0.32 6.94 ± 0.02 0.79 ± 0.30 

8 40% MeOH 258.05 6.56 0.77 

258.25 6.58 0.60 

256.45 6.54 2.34 

258.96 6.66 0.00 a 

257.85 6.62 1.06 

256.75 6.58 2.10 

258.75 6.65 0.20 

258.35 6.65 0.60 

255.85 

259.19 

6.52 

6.69 

2.91 

−0.22 a 

258.95 6.64 −0.02 a 

256.85 6.55 1.96 

257.85 ± 1.11 6.60 ± 0.06 1.02 ± 1.05 

9 50% MeOH 248.15 b 6.23 b 2.34 b 

250.85 6.28 −0.29 a 

248.15 b 6.25 b 2.37 b 

248.15 b 6.23 b 2.34 b 

248.15 b 6.22 b 2.32 b 

no hydrate c no hydrate c no hydrate c 

249.35 6.28 1.21 

248.15 b 6.21 b 2.30 b 

248.15 b 6.22 b 2.32 b 

248.75 6.26 1.78 

248.35 6.25 2.17 

no hydrate c no hydrate c no hydrate c 

< 248.54 ± 0.81 < 6.24 ± 0.02 > 1.96 ± 0.79 

a The slightly negative subcooling value (close to 0) is a result of the accumulated total error in pressure, temperature, 

and MeOH concentration when 1) measuring the V–Lw –H equilibrium for aqueous methanol solution; 2) approximating 

the obtained data with an analytical function; and 3) performing a separate rocking cell experiment with the calculation 

of �To based on To and Po data and the results of steps 1) and 2). 
b The formation of methane hydrate occurred in the isothermal section at 248.15 K (instead of 1 K/h cooling) due to 

the cooling limit of the thermostat. 
c No hydrate was formed even at the end of the isothermal section (275 min at 248.15 K and 6.24 MPa). 
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Fig. 1. Moles of methane bound to hydrate as a function of time in the initial growth stage during cooling at 1 K/h 

(pure H2 O); color symbols are experimental values for all runs, solid lines are linear fits for the initial hydrate growth 

stage; the first and second digits in the legend reflect the number of cooling-heating cycles and the number of cells; 

t = 0 corresponds to the intersection of the P-T trajectory and the V–Lw –H equilibrium curve for CH4 –H2 O (data from 

[ 20 ]). 

Fig. 2. Moles of methane bound to hydrate as a function of time in the initial growth stage during cooling at 1 K/h (1 

mass% MeOH); color symbols are experimental values for all runs, solid lines are linear fits for the initial hydrate growth 

stage; the first and second digits in the legend reflect the number of cooling-heating cycles and the number of cells; 

t = 0 corresponds to the intersection of the P-T trajectory and the V–Lw –H equilibrium curve for CH4 –MeOH–H2 O (data 

from [ 1 , 2 ]). 
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Fig. 3. Moles of methane bound to hydrate as a function of time in the initial growth stage during cooling at 1 K/h (2.5 

mass% MeOH); color symbols are experimental values for all runs, solid lines are linear fits for the initial hydrate growth 

stage; the first and second digits in the legend reflect the number of cooling-heating cycles and the number of cells; 

t = 0 corresponds to the intersection of the P-T trajectory and the V–Lw –H equilibrium curve for CH4 –MeOH–H2 O (data 

from [ 1 , 2 ]). 

Fig. 4. Moles of methane bound to hydrate as a function of time in the initial growth stage during cooling at 1 K/h (5 

mass% MeOH); color symbols are experimental values for all runs, solid lines are linear fits for the initial hydrate growth 

stage; the first and second digits in the legend reflect the number of cooling-heating cycles and the number of cells; 

t = 0 corresponds to the intersection of the P-T trajectory and the V–Lw –H equilibrium curve for CH4 –MeOH–H2 O (data 

from [ 1 , 2 ]). 
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Fig. 5. Moles of methane bound to hydrate as a function of time in the initial growth stage during cooling at 1 K/h (10 

mass% MeOH); color symbols are experimental values for all runs, solid lines are linear fits for the initial hydrate growth 

stage; the first and second digits in the legend reflect the number of cooling-heating cycles and the number of cells; 

t = 0 corresponds to the intersection of the P-T trajectory and the V–Lw –H equilibrium curve for CH4 –MeOH–H2 O (data 

from [ 1 , 2 ]). 

Fig. 6. Moles of methane bound to hydrate as a function of time in the initial growth stage during cooling at 1 K/h (20 

mass% MeOH); color symbols are experimental values for all runs, solid lines are linear fits for the initial hydrate growth 

stage; the first and second digits in the legend reflect the number of cooling-heating cycles and the number of cells; 

t = 0 corresponds to the intersection of the P-T trajectory and the V–Lw –H equilibrium curve for CH4 –MeOH–H2 O (data 

from [ 1 , 2 ]). 
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Fig. 7. Moles of methane bound to hydrate as a function of time in the initial growth stage during cooling at 1 K/h (30 

mass% MeOH); color symbols are experimental values for all runs, solid lines are linear fits for the initial hydrate growth 

stage; the first and second digits in the legend reflect the number of cooling-heating cycles and the number of cells; 

t = 0 corresponds to the intersection of the P-T trajectory and the V–Lw –H equilibrium curve for CH4 –MeOH–H2 O (data 

from [ 1 , 2 ]). 

Fig. 8. Moles of methane bound to hydrate as a function of time in the initial growth stage during cooling at 1 K/h (40 

mass% MeOH); color symbols are experimental values for all runs, solid lines are linear fits for the initial hydrate growth 

stage; the first and second digits in the legend reflect the number of cooling-heating cycles and the number of cells; 

t = 0 corresponds to the intersection of the P-T trajectory and the V–Lw –H equilibrium curve for CH4 –MeOH–H2 O (data 

from [ 1 , 2 ]). 
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Table 2 

Parameters of gamma cumulative distribution functions describing dependency F ( �To ) for aqueous methanol solution. 

Adjusted parameters F0 and A1 of gamma cumulative distribution function are fixed ( F0 = 0, A1 = 1) as the cumulative 

probability of hydrate nucleation varies from 0 to 1. 

# Methanol fraction, mass% Shape parameter a Scale parameter b Adjusted R2 

Value Standard Error Value Standard Error 

1 0 11.6492 1.1136 0.2401 0.0233 0.9680 

2 1 17.3766 5.2295 0.1278 0.0397 0.8544 

3 2.5 12.9517 4.0722 0.1422 0.0466 0.8840 

4 5 10.0273 2.4270 0.1485 0.0377 0.8856 

5 10 18.9019 4.0140 0.0578 0.0124 0.9160 

6 20 1.4262 0.6057 0.4763 0.2692 0.7769 

7 30 5.74 4 4 0.6683 0.1442 0.0180 0.9597 

8 40 0.7353 0.1170 2.2614 0.5250 0.9150 

Fig. 9. Moles of methane bound to hydrate as a function of time for sample 50 mass% MeOH in the initial growth stage 

during cooling (1 K/h ramp cooling until 159.7 min to 248.15 K, then constant temperature of 248.15 K because of the 

cooling limit of the thermostat); color symbols are experimental values for all runs, solid lines are linear fits for the 

initial hydrate growth stage; the first and second digits in the legend reflect the number of cooling-heating cycles and 

the number of cells; t = 0 corresponds to the intersection of the P-T trajectory and the V–Lw –H equilibrium curve for 

CH4 –MeOH–H2 O (data from [ 1 , 2 ]). 

4
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o  
. Experimental Design, Materials and Methods 

The chemicals used in the experiment were methanol (Himmed, Russian Federation) with a

ain component content of not less than 99.7 mass%, deionized water with a resistivity of 18.2

ohm ·cm (at 298 K), and pressurized methane gas with a purity of not less than 99.99 vol%

Moscow Gas Processing Plant, Russian Federation). Aqueous solutions of methanol were pre-

ared gravimetrically. For this purpose, methanol and deionized water were added sequentially

o a 100 mL glass conical flask. Each solution was prepared in a quantity of 70 g, and the mass

f each component was controlled to 0.001 g using a PA413C balance (Ohaus Pioneer, USA). De-
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Fig. 10. Kinetic curves of methane amount in hydrate versus time during cooling at 1 K/h (pure H2 O); color symbols 

are experimental values for all runs, black circles show the mean curve, gray fill corresponds to the standard deviation 

of the mean; the first and second digits in the legend reflect the number of cooling-heating cycles and the number of 

cells; t = 0 corresponds to the intersection of the P-T trajectory and the V–Lw –H equilibrium curve for CH4 –H2 O (data 

from [ 20 ]). 

Fig. 11. Kinetic curves of methane amount in hydrate versus time during cooling at 1 K/h (1 mass% MeOH); color sym- 

bols are experimental values for all runs, black circles show the mean curve, gray fill corresponds to the standard devia- 

tion of the mean; the first and second digits in the legend reflect the number of cooling-heating cycles and the number 

of cells; t = 0 corresponds to the intersection of the P-T trajectory and the V–Lw –H equilibrium curve for CH4 –MeOH–

H2 O (data from [ 1 , 2 ]). 
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Fig. 12. Kinetic curves of methane amount in hydrate versus time during cooling at 1 K/h (2.5 mass% MeOH); color 

symbols are experimental values for all runs, black circles show the mean curve, gray fill corresponds to the standard 

deviation of the mean; the first and second digits in the legend reflect the number of cooling-heating cycles and the 

number of cells; t = 0 corresponds to the intersection of the P-T trajectory and the V–Lw –H equilibrium curve for CH4 –

MeOH–H2 O (data from [ 1 , 2 ]). 

Fig. 13. Kinetic curves of methane amount in hydrate versus time during cooling at 1 K/h (5 mass% MeOH); color 

symbols are experimental values for all runs, black circles show the mean curve, gray fill corresponds to the standard 

deviation of the mean; the first and second digits in the legend reflect the number of cooling-heating cycles and the 

number of cells; t = 0 corresponds to the intersection of the P-T trajectory and the V–Lw –H equilibrium curve for CH4 –

MeOH–H2 O (data from [ 1 , 2 ]). 
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Fig. 14. Kinetic curves of methane amount in hydrate versus time during cooling at 1 K/h (10 mass% MeOH); color 

symbols are experimental values for all runs, black circles show the mean curve, gray fill corresponds to the standard 

deviation of the mean; the first and second digits in the legend reflect the number of cooling-heating cycles and the 

number of cells; t = 0 corresponds to the intersection of the P-T trajectory and the V–Lw –H equilibrium curve for CH4 –

MeOH–H2 O (data from [ 1 , 2 ]). 

Fig. 15. Kinetic curves of methane amount in hydrate versus time during cooling at 1 K/h (20 mass% MeOH); color 

symbols are experimental values for all runs, black circles show the mean curve, gray fill corresponds to the standard 

deviation of the mean; the first and second digits in the legend reflect the number of cooling-heating cycles and the 

number of cells; t = 0 corresponds to the intersection of the P-T trajectory and the V–Lw –H equilibrium curve for CH4 –

MeOH–H2 O (data from [ 1 , 2 ]). 
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Fig. 16. Kinetic curves of methane amount in hydrate versus time during cooling at 1 K/h (30 mass% MeOH); color 

symbols are experimental values for all runs, black circles show the mean curve, gray fill corresponds to the standard 

deviation of the mean; the first and second digits in the legend reflect the number of cooling-heating cycles and the 

number of cells; t = 0 corresponds to the intersection of the P-T trajectory and the V–Lw –H equilibrium curve for CH4 –

MeOH–H2 O (data from [ 1 , 2 ]). 

Fig. 17. Kinetic curves of methane amount in hydrate versus time during cooling at 1 K/h (40 mass% MeOH); color 

symbols are experimental values for all runs, black circles show the mean curve, gray fill corresponds to the standard 

deviation of the mean; the first and second digits in the legend reflect the number of cooling-heating cycles and the 

number of cells; t = 0 corresponds to the intersection of the P-T trajectory and the V–Lw –H equilibrium curve for CH4 –

MeOH–H2 O (data from [ 1 , 2 ]). 
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Fig. 18. Kinetic curves of methane amount in hydrate versus time for sample 50 mass% MeOH during cooling (1 K/h 

ramp cooling until 159.7 min to 248.15 K, then constant temperature of 248.15 K because of the cooling limit of the 

thermostat); color symbols are experimental values for all runs, black circles show the mean curve, gray fill corresponds 

to the standard deviation of the mean; the first and second digits in the legend reflect the number of cooling-heating 

cycles and the number of cells; t = 0 corresponds to the intersection of the P-T trajectory and the V–Lw –H equilibrium 

curve for CH4 –MeOH–H2 O (data from [ 1 , 2 ]). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

tailed information on the composition of the aqueous methanol solutions is given in the original

research paper (see Table 2 in ref [ 3 ]). 

Experiments were conducted to study the kinetics of nucleation and growth of methane hy-

drate using the Sapphire Rocking Cells RCS6 (PSL Systemtechnik, Germany), which is described

in the previous paper [ 1 ]. In each cell of the setup, we added 10 mL of the investigated aque-

ous methanol solution of a given concentration and a stainless-steel ball of 10 mm diameter,

which serves for more effective mixing of the fluids in the cell during rocking and minimizes

the induction time of methane hydrate formation. The cells were flushed with methane gas as

follows. Methane was injected into the free volume at a pressure of 1 MPa and a tempera-

ture of 295 K. The gas was then vented by reducing the pressure to an atmospheric level of

100 kPa. This procedure was repeated three times. Next, methane was injected up to a pressure

of 8.1 MPa at 295 K, and the air concentration in the free volume of the cells was reduced to a

trace level (about 12 ppm). After injecting methane, each apparatus cell was sealed by closing

the ball valve. The cells were tilted at an angle of ± 45 ° with a frequency of 10 min−1 during

the experiment. The coolant temperature in the bath, a mixture of water and ethylene glycol 1:1

by mass, was varied according to the following program. In the initial step, the temperature in

the bath was lowered to such a value that the P - T conditions in the cells were outside the hy-

drate stability zone for the studied methanol solution but close to the curve of the three-phase

vapor–aqueous solution–gas hydrate equilibrium (based on experimental data [ 1 , 2 ]), taking into

account the alcohol content in the solution. The system was held at the first step for 1 hour.

During the second step, the bath temperature was decreased at a constant rate of 1 K/h by

11–12 K. The methane hydrate formation occurred during the second step after crossing the ex-

perimental P - T trajectory and the three-phase gas–water solution–gas hydrate equilibrium line.

The start of methane hydrate growth was detected by the appearance of a kink in the P - T tra-

jectory caused by gas uptake following the completion of the nucleation stage (see Fig. 1 from
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he supported article [ 3 ]). After the end of the second part of the temperature program, the cells

ere heated to 306 K and held for 3 hours, which resulted in the complete decomposition of the

ormed methane hydrate and the return of the system to the initial two-phase state of gaseous

ethane–aqueous methanol solution. The temperature program was repeated several times for

ach sample to verify the reproducibility of the results and to obtain a statistically significant

ataset (at least 6 measurements for each methanol concentration). The third step of the tem-

erature program (holding for 3 h at 306 K) eliminated the memory effect (hydrate formation

t higher temperature and lower subcooling) in subsequent cooling-heating cycles. 
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